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Stefanie Bainum:	Welcome back. Now it's time to get a daily dose of health headlines on MedWatch Today. A new study shows that firefighter deaths from cancers is on the rise. In the United States, cancer has caused 61% of firefighter deaths since 2002. Experts say today's structure fires are much more dangerous than they were 50 or 60 years ago because of the contents that we have in our houses. A study done by the CDC shows there is in fact a connection between the occupation and cancer, but medical experts note there could be other lifestyle and genetic factors that lead to the disease.
Stefanie Bainum:	If you are an active or retired firefighter, it's advised that you let your doctor know about possible job related health concerns. And the American Gut Project has scientists collecting and analyzing hundreds of thousands of human microbiomes from children and adults from all walks of life. The study is also taking samples from surfers across five continents to test if ocean microbes play a role in keeping humans healthy. Experts say an abnormal mix of microbiomes could play a role in autism, diabetes, cancer, and even certain auto immune disorders.
Stefanie Bainum:	It's the staff at community medical centers that make it so special, which is why we honor a healthcare hero every week. An employee that goes above and beyond for each patient every day. Our Julie Musgrave introduces us to this week's hero.
Julie Musgrave:	One outstanding employee that fits the bill is Ken Coleman. He's one of the first faces you'll see when you walk into Clovis Community Medical Center. He works at the admissions desk, registering patients, verifying insurance and helping get everyone settled in. He says his love of customer service is what got him into the role and he just wants to help take some of the stress off of a hospital visit while also providing quality care.
Ken Coleman:	I always wanted to help people and I always wanted to be right there in the front where people aren't sure, aren't certain about things and just help them to show them that it's going to be okay.
Julie Musgrave:	Ken says, the best part about working at Clovis Community is the team he works with. He says everyone there makes it feel like a family.
Stefanie Bainum:	If you'd like to be part of something bigger than yourself and make a difference in people's lives every day, maybe a job at community medical centers is for you. Community currently has full-time and per-diem job opportunities for clinical lab scientists. Candidates must have a bachelor's degree in chemical, physical or biological science or medical technology and have a current state of California Clinical Laboratory Scientist license. For a full list of requirements, just visit the website, jobs.communitymedical.org and search clinical lab to review open positions and apply.
Stefanie Bainum:	Still ahead on MedWatch Today. Having one baby is a gift, but giving birth to three babies at one time is a miracle. Meet one mom who gave birth to triplets right here in our own community. Her story next.
Dr. Rais Vohra:	Hi, my name is Rais Vohra, and here's a health tip for parents of young children. As you know, there's a lot of chemicals that young children can get into. So this is just a reminder to toddler-proof your house and make sure that hazardous chemicals such as soaps, cleaning materials, and garage cleaner materials are kept out of sight and out of reach. And remember, you can always call the Poison Control hotline for free, confidential advice 24 hours a day, and they speak your language.


